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Novell certifies thousands of professionals worldwide to manage and support their IT products.  Novell certifications involve real-world requirements and performance-based testing.  The quality of Novell certified professionals set the Novell certification programs about the rest of the global standard for the IT industry.  Eighty percent of hiring managers in IT organizations look for the Certified Novell Engineer (CNE) credential.

About the Author

David James Clarke IV, CNI, CNE, and CNA, has devoted his career to helping   people attain Novell certification. He is the original creator of the CNE Study   Guide phenomenon, and author of numerous best-selling books for Novell Press,   including Novell's CNE Update to NetWare 5.1, Novell's CNE Study Guide for   NetWare 5.1, Novell's CNA Study Guide for NetWare 5.1, Novell's CNE Study Set   for NetWare, and the Clarke Notes series.

Clarke is the cofounder of Logilent (the world leader in IT Live Labs) and   cofounder of the Computer Telephony Institute (home of the CTE certification).   He is also the developer of the Clarke Tests v5.0, an interactive learning   system, and producer of the best-selling video series "So You Wanna Be a CNE!"  Clarke speaks at numerous national conferences and currently lives and plays in   the woods of Oregon with his wife and two lovely daughters.
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Sets, Logic and Maths for Computing (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This book equips the student with essential intellectual tools that are needed from the very beginning of university studies in computing. These consist of abilities and skills - to pass from a concrete problem to an abstract representation, reason with the abstract structure coherently and usefully, and return with booty to the specific situation....
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The English Parliaments of Henry VII 1485-1504 (Oxford Historical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2009
Paul Cavill offers a major reinterpretation of early Tudor constitutional history. In the grand "Whig" tradition, the parliaments of Henry VII were a disappointing retreat from the onward march towards parliamentary democracy. The king was at best indifferent and at worst hostile to parliament; its meetings were cowed and quiescent,...
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Who's in the Room: How Great Leaders Structure and Manage the Teams Around ThemJossey-Bass, 2012

	Is your company run by a team with no name?


	At the top of every organization chart lies a myth—that a Senior Management Team makes a company's critical decisions. The reality is that critical decisions are typically made by the boss and a small group of confidants—a "team with no name"—outside...
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Gravity Interpretation: Fundamentals and Application of Gravity Inversion and Geological InterpretationSpringer, 2009
This text on gravity methods in geophysics is intended for students and earth scientists of all kinds e.g., geophysicists, geologists, and geodesists. It is structured in 7 chapters covering the basic problems and tasks: data acquisition and analysis; qualitative and quantitative geological interpretation aspects involving the basic theory of...
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Advances in Chemical Physics, Computational Methods for Protein Folding (Volume 120)John Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Since the first attempts to model proteins on a computer began almost thirty years ago, our understanding of protein structure and dynamics has dramatically increased. Spectroscopic measurement techniques continue to improve in resolution and sensitivity, allowing a wealth of information to be obtained with regard to the kinetics of protein...
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Properties of Semiconductor Alloys: Group-IV, III-V and II-VI SemiconductorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The main purpose of this book is to provide a comprehensive treatment of the materials aspects of group-IV, III−V and II−VI semiconductor alloys used in various electronic and optoelectronic devices. The topics covered in this book include the structural, thermal, mechanical, lattice vibronic, electronic, optical and carrier transport...
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